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Abstract: The phenomenon of outdoor advertising is particularly worrying in protected areas due to the limitation and
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Introduction
After the fall of the socialist regime, a fast
growing economy, services, private sector and
also the popularisation of the consumption society, in both Poland and Slovakia contributed
to a rapidly progressing degradation of natural
and landscape assets and widely understood
public space of cities and villages. An element
that intensifies spatial chaos is the visual pollution which is understood as an aesthetic issue
and refers to the impacts of pollution that impair

one’s ability to enjoy the view. Visual pollution is
defined as all irregular formations that are most
often found in nature (Kamičaitytė-Virbašienė
et al. 2015; Portella 2016). Effects of exposure to
visual pollution include: distraction, eye fatigue,
decreases in opinion diversity, and loss of identity (Yilmaz, Demet 2011). The literature on the
subject is focused on urban areas (Bankole 2013;
Voronych 2013; Wakil et al. 2016; Cercleux et al.
2016). Visual pollution usually include: wind turbines (Jensen et al. 2014), GSM towers (Nagle,
Copeland 2009), advertising (Chmielewski et al.
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2016, 2018). The phenomenon of outdoor advertising, also termed ‘external’ or ‘out-of-home’
(OOH) contributes greatly to the appropriation
of public space by the owners of OOH and an advertiser (Mattelart 2005). Advertising treated as
a trade lever is to encourage individuals to buy a
given product or service (Van der Wurff 2008) often using landscape values to this end (Maruani,
Amit-Cohen 2013). The studies have revealed that
outdoor advertising leads to a decrease in human
perception capacities and can cause dangerous
situations in road traffic (Bendak, Al-Saleh 2010).
Outer factors (located outside a car) that distract
a driver are estimated to cause over 10% of road
accidents (Young et al. 2009). It has also been
shown that large-format advertisements situated
along the road distract drivers (Dukic et al. 2013;
Edquist et al. 2012). Research has shown that
variable, dynamic advertising attracts the attention of vehicle drivers more often and for longer
periods of time than conventional advertising
(Mackun et al. 2015). Posters, placed near roads
in touristically popular areas of a high landscape
value and protected because of this value, are
nowadays a serious problem of an aesthetic, legal
(Forczek-Brataniec, Zając 2014) and methodological nature (Kamičaitytė-Virbašienė et al. 2015;
Chmielewski et al. 2016). Environmental and
landscape assets are of particular importance for
the multifunctional development of rural areas,
especially their tourist and recreational functions
(Antrop 2005; Stephenson 2008; Murzyn-Kupisz,
Działek 2013). At the same time, national and
landscape parks are areas significantly exposed
to the pressure associated with the development
of such activities as tourism, recreation, housing
and related services, closely related to the strong
presence of outdoor advertising. The research
conducted by Szczepańska and Wilkaniec (2016)
indicate the tendency for the accumulation of
advertisements in rural areas attractive for tourism. Thus, the presence of outdoor advertising
in the protected natural areas diminishes their
landscape value and tourist attractiveness which
may result in the decline in the competitiveness
of a given area (Forczek-Brataniec, Zając 2014).
For the above reasons, settlement units situated
in landscape parks should strive even more for
the preservation of spatial order. Visual pollution may be particularly significant in the areas
where ecotourism activities are carried out and

may negatively influence the development of
this function in sustainable landscape planning
(Cetin et al. 2016; Cetin et al. 2018). In the literature on the subject, there is a lack of current and
international comparative research focused on
visual pollution caused by the presence of advertisement in natural and landscape protected areas. This study attempts to fill this gap.
Therefore, the main objective of the study
was: the recognition of the formal-legal situation
in relation to environmentally precious areas and
the occurrence of advertisement carriers in those
areas in Poland and Slovakia. In addition, it tried
to identify the types and constructions of advertisement carriers, determine the scale of the advertising phenomenon in numbers, its size and
location, and whether it fits in with the surroundings according to the principle of harmony in
composition and colour theory. An attempt was
also made to determine similarities and differences in the phenomenon of outdoor advertising
in both countries. Moreover, the authors tried to
draw up guidelines specifying desirable actions
concerning the landscape protection in terms of
the advertising policy and present positive examples of advertisements that would fit in with
surroundings of great natural and cultural value.

Area and methods of research
The research was conducted in the
Wielkopolska National Park (Wielkopolski
Park Narodowy WPN) and the Lednica
Landscape Park (Lednicki Park Krajobrazowy
LPK) in Poland and in the Malá Fatra National
Park (Národný Park Malá Fatra NPMF) and
the Little Carpathians Protected Landscape
Area (Chráněná krajinná oblast Malé Karpaty
CHKOMK) in Slovakia, with particular attention
paid to public spaces which make these areas
attractive (Fig. 1, Table 1). The protected areas
mentioned are located in the vicinity of large cities, functioning at the same time as tourist and
recreational places for these settlement centres.
Across these areas there are also roads with significant importance for transport in this region.
Moreover, these areas came under protection in
a similar period, which can influence the shape
of the developed advertising policy. The investigated parks are different in terms of the size and
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Table 1. Characteristics of the selected parks.
Investigated
parks
WPN-PL*
LPK-PL*

Park area Buffer zone Date of es(km2)
area (km2) tablishment
75.84
72.56
1957
76.18
no data
1988

NPMF-SK**

226.3

232.6

1988

CHKOMK-SK**

646.1

no data

1976

Subject of protection
postglacial landscape and its typical landforms
cultural landscape of Lednica Lake as well as forest and
field landscapes, preservation of precious ecosystems with
rare species of plants and animals and preservation of
elements of cultural and historical heritage
land with varied geological structure and variety of relief
forms, richness of biocoenoses, exceptional flora and fauna, forest and mountain complexes
rock formations, valleys and karst phenomena

Source: own study on the basis of * – RDOŚ; ** – Information Portal of MoE SR 2016.

subject of protection, thus representing diversified landscape types. In Poland these are postglacial forms and a forest landscape (WPN) as well
as a cultural (settlement), agricultural landscape
(LPK), in Slovakia – rock formations (CHKOMK)
and a geological structure along with the richness of biocoenoses (NPMF).
The research procedure was carried out based
on the methods of qualitative and quantitative
analysis, harmony principles in composition and

Fig. 1. National and landscape parks in Poland and
Slovakia along with the location of the investigated
areas: 1 – national parks; 2 – landscape parks; 3 –
investigated parks: A – Wielkopolska National Park
(WPN); B – Lednica Landscape Park (LPK); C – Malá
Fatra National Park (NPMF); D – Little Carpathians
Protected Landscape Area (CHKOMK)
Source: own elaboration.

colour theory: landscape valorisation methods
(Zube et al. 1982) and visual analysis (Smardon
et al. 1986). In particular, the following methods of analysis were used: interiors, views,
panoramas (Wejchert 1984), landscape features
(Niedźwiedzka-Filipiak 2009) and advertisement
size and colour in relation to the surroundings
(Itten 1970). What is more, the expert opinion
method was applied based on the authors’ practice and experience in landscape research (Ozimek
et al. 2013). The obtained quantitative data were
cartographically illustrated. Additionally, photographic documentation was produced, which
enabled qualitative analysis. The stocktaking
field research on the number and size of advertisements in the selected parks was conducted in
September and October 2017. In the case of LPKPL data were obtained in 2015 – before the ‘landscape’ act came into effect; they were updated in
October 2018 to check the possible changes.
The field and stocktaking research was carried
out along main roads in the chosen protected areas including parts of villages, parking places and
attractive tourist sites on the area visible from the
road. In the comparative studies the following
features of advertisements were taken into account: approximate advertising space, intensity
of occurrence (number and location, including
the visibility from the road), construction type
(a board on the rock, a board integrated with a
building or fencing, advertising banner) and aesthetics (material and colouring used).
At the same time, an attempt was made to analyse the perception of an advertisement carrier
in relation to the surroundings and a potential
recipient in terms of size, material, colour, shape,
background and location.
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Results of literature research
With accession to the European Union,
Poland and Slovakia ratified, e.g. the European
Landscape Convention (Council of Europe, 2019).
The concept of landscape, according to ELC, puts
human perception first, which is of particular importance when examining a ‘usual’, ‘everyday’
landscape that is a cultural landscape related to
the immediate living surroundings, treated in
contrast to protected places, i.e. the space to take
over (Wiśniewska 2002). On initial examination,
this type of landscape does not have the characteristics of ‘priority/special’ areas and in statistics it will present an average value, but this
understanding is a chance of an increase in the
importance of landscape issues in development
strategies, development conceptions and renewal
programmes. In order to encourage citizens and
governments to greater care for the landscape, by
means of identification, assessment, protection,
management and planning processes, what was
prepared was, e.g. a guide to good practices –
“Identification of a landscape” (ECOVAST 2006).
There is the Advertising Council (AC) – an ethical self-regulating body for advertising, which
deals with civic initiatives as well. The primary
objective of AC is ensuring and promoting honest, decent, legal and trustworthy advertising.
Since 1995 AC has been a member of the European
Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA) – a
European association of advertising companies
with its seat in Brussels managing self-regulation
of the industry. The aim of EASA is to represent
the interests of marketing communication in the
development of European legislation.

Environmental protection and the
advertising policy in Polish legislation
In Poland, the issues of environmental protection are regulated by the Act of 16 April 2004
on environmental protection (Journal of Laws
2004, No 92, item 880). The Act determines the
objectives, principles and forms of protection of
living and inanimate nature, and the landscape.
Environmental protection, as understood by the
Act, consists in the preservation, sustainable use
and renewal of resources and elements of nature
(…), including the landscape. In accordance with
Article 6, the environmental protection forms are:

national parks, nature reserves, landscape parks,
protected landscape areas, the Nature 2000 areas,
natural treasures, documentation sites, ecological
land, environmental and landscape complexes,
species protection of plants, animals and fungi.
In national parks only (and in nature reserves) “it
is prohibited (...) to place boards, inscriptions, advertisements and other signs unrelated to nature
protection, access to a park or nature reserve,
ecological education, with the exception of road
signs and other signs related to security protection and public order” (Article 15(19)).
In 2013, the legal work concerning landscape
issues started, culminated in the Act of 24 April
2015 on the amendment of certain laws in connection with the strengthening of protection tools
(Journal of Laws 2015, item 774). It should be emphasised, however, that it is not very transparent because it introduces changes to other acts.
The act defines the concept of landscape, priority
landscape, introduces provisions on a landscape
audit and specifies what should be understood as
an advertisement and, e.g. an advertising board,
advertising device, signboard. It gives the opportunity to bring in an advertising fee which could
be collected by self-governments if they decided
to regulate the rules on the form and situation of
advertisements.
Nowadays in Poland measures are taken to
protect the cultural landscape, e.g. the establishment of landscape parks in the 1990s, and cultural parks in subsequent years. An instance of
the limitation of the negative impact of outdoor
advertising can be cultural parks founded in the
centres of big cities (e.g. Cracow and Wrocław).
An impulse to create a rural space, including
a public one of a representative and recreational
character, was given by regional programmes for
rural renewal carried out by self-governments,
and following them – measures intended to revitalise the countryside in the Sector Renewal
Programme (SRP 2004 – 2006), and then in the
Rural Development Programme (RDP 2007 –
2014). In this context, the development of principles concerning the appearance of advertisements in the revitalised space (Chigbu 2012;
Wilczyński 2009; Szczepańska, Wilkaniec 2017)
seems of particular importance.
It should be mentioned that in accordance with
the Act of 27 March 2003 on planning and spatial
development (Journal of Laws 2003, No 80, item
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717) a public area ought to be understood as “an
area of particular importance for meeting inhabitants’ needs, improving their standard of living,
and conducive to establishing social contacts due
to its situation as well as functional and spatial
properties, determined in the study of conditions
and directions for the spatial development of a
commune”. In the context discussed, of significant
importance are provisions of the Charter of Public
Space (2009), in which it is defined in the socio-economic categories and understood as the commonly used good, intentionally shaped by people, according to social principles and values – serving to
fulfil needs of local and supra-local communities.
In the light of the provisions of the Charter, the
most important actions of public authorities are,
among others: respect for good neighbourhood
understood as counteracting the disfigurement of
the public space and open areas by advertising, information, road and technical devices.

Environmental protection and the
advertising policy in Slovak legislation
Outdoor advertising gradually became an integral part of the transforming society in Slovakia.
When the first billboards started to appear after
the fall of the socialist system, there was no awareness of the importance of this advertisement carrier, and especially its impact on public space. On
the one hand, this type of advertisement conveys
useful information and brings necessary financial
resources to the local budget, but on the other, it
changes the appearance of the public space, sometimes even causing its degradation (visual pollution). In general, advertising is neither good, nor
bad. As many other communication means, it is
only a tool one can use either for good or bad purposes (Petro 2016). Naturally, outdoor advertising has its advocates and opponents. In Slovakia,
a divided opinion about advertisements has resulted in the creation of the External Advertising
Association – EAA) in 1989. It aims at the promotion of common interests of outdoor advertising,
the coordination of its development, the dissemination and consolidation of reputation on the advertising market, among advertising media and
also the cooperation with the government and
local authorities in the preparation of legislation
concerning outdoor and other advertisements
(Outdoor Advertising Association).
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Outdoor advertising in Slovakia is regulated
by the Act on advertising 147/2001 which does
not directly regulate the way it is placed nor
does it impose this obligation on municipalities.
Similarly, the Act on building code 50/1976 does
not specify acceptable places for out-of-home
advertisements, although its last amendment in
2015 introduced certain regulations on outdoor
advertising. Changes were aimed at mitigating
visual pollution produced as a result of the excessive number of advertising devices which
burdened the environment, and also combating
billboards without building permit. In particular,
one of the amendments brought the following
changes in this matter (TASR):
–– 100 m protection zone without billboards has
been established outside municipalities, along
highways and expressways that serve international transit. The billboards built close to
them should be removed within two years;
–– the provisions on licensing outdoor advertising have been tightened by changing the classification of billboards from an advertising
device to an advertising construction subject
to the Act on building;
–– the fees for advertisements from now on depend on their size following three size categories of constructions that have been created,
the advertising size up to 3m2, from 3 to 20 m2
and the largest one with over 20 m2.
Finally, the specification of outdoor advertising location is partly included in the Act on road
transport 135/1961 which regulates placing advertisements on roads and prohibits installing
any objects that are a solid obstacle. Moreover,
one must not place advertisements at intersections if they obscure a driver’s view, although
this assumption is based solely on the subjective assessment of all stakeholders included. In
this context, the European Agreement on Main
International Traffic was introduced, which calls
for banning any billboards from international
roads. This recommendation is justified as follows: “the installation of noise barriers along
roads means that the user loses a great deal of his
information about the environment and has the
impression of being “shut in”; such installations
should therefore be constructed so as to ensure
that they are integrated to the maximum into the
landscape and so as to compensate users for the
information lost. For aesthetic and safety reasons,
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commercial advertising near international highways should be avoided“ (TRANS). Similarly,
the Nature Protection Act 543/2002 specifies the
principles on placing advertisements accordingly. It states that without clear authorisation it is
not possible to place advertisements:
–– the approval of the nature protection body is
required to place advertising devices outside
the built-up area of a commune where the
second degree of nature protection is in force
(Article 13(2));
–– the approval of the nature protection body is
required to place any advertising, information
or promotional equipment (AIP) devices as
well as all other advertising or promotional
banners or boards in the area where the third
degree of nature protection is in force (Article
14(2));
–– AIP devices and also all other advertising or
promotional labels or boards cannot be placed
in the area where the fourth and fifth degrees
of nature protection are in force (Article 15
and Article 16(1)).
The more detailed rules about placing advertising devices in Slovakia can be further determined by municipalities in generally binding
regulations. However, there are only a few cities or villages with such regulations. An example can be the Old Town in Bratislava which,

however, was sued by the Outdoor Advertising
Association on the outdoor advertising regulations which makes the regulations ineffective.
Therefore, the existing regulations allow semi-legal advertising devices which cannot be moved
or removed. It can be said that there is no clear
conception regarding not only the placement of
advertising devices, but also how they should
look like (Petro 2016). The lack of clear rules on
the placement of advertisements, common in
Western countries, calls for more effective regulations on advertising in the public space. While
nowadays it is common for developed countries
to regulate external shop displays, signboards
and inscriptions, and even standards for advertisement carriers are adopted (regarding colour,
size, material and location), lack of such rules in
Slovakia, as described above, leaves the burden
of visual pollution mostly on the shoulders of
activists. (Petro 2016). At municipal level, several cities and villages are already engaged in the
Message for Mayor project by means of which
suggestions of self-governments or citizens are
implemented in order to solve the problem of
visual pollution.
Similarities and differences of the legal system and advertising policy regarding protection
forms in Polish and Slovak legislation were collected in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison of the legal system and advertising policy regarding protection forms in Polish and Slovak legislation.
Category

Poland
Slovakia
Legal regulation and document
European Union law –– Union of Associations Advertising Council – no regulations referring directly to landscape
or environment
–– European Landscape Convention – prepared to encourage citizens and governments to
greater care for the landscape, by means of identification, assessment, protection, management and planning processes
National law
there are some regulations in different legal
there are some regulations in different legal
acts concerning landscape protection and
acts, e.g. Act on advertisement and Act on
outdoor advertisement, e.g. ‘landscape act’ – landscape and environmental protection
defines advertisement and its forms, gives
possibility of introducing fees for presence of
advertisement in space
Local law
local spatial development plan – can deapproval of the generally binding regulatermine character of advertisement and its
tions, municipal level can determine characlocation
ter of advertisement and its location
Form of legal protection
National park
ban on placing advertisements
requires permission of the nature protection
authority
Landscape park
no provisions concerning advertisements
requires permission of the nature protection
authority
Source: own study.
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Fig. 2A–B. Location of advertisements along main
roads in the analysed parks: A – Wielkopolska
National Park (WPN); B – Lednica Landscape Park
(LPK). 1 – park area border; 2 – buffer zone border;
3 – forests; 4 – water bodies; 5 – villages; 6 – built-up
areas; 7 – main road; 8 – secondary road; 9 – road
covered by research; 10 – approximate location of
advertisements’ aggregations
Source: own elaboration.
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Results of stock-taking research

mean area of 8m2. The advertising policy concerning landscape parks in the both investigated
countries is completely different. In the case of
LPK-PL, the concentration of advertisements is
16 items per 1 km of a road, for CHKOMK-SK it
was a mere 1.5. However, it can result from the
character of No. 503 road as well as the lack of
major settlement units and provided services in
this part of the park, in spite of the vicinity of
Bratislava.
An important factor in the perception of advertisements situated along the road was the direction and speed of movement and the location
of the carrier (parallel or transverse to the road)
and also its height and distance from the road. A

The research conducted has shown that buffer
zones of national parks are particularly exposed
to the presence of advertising which is proved by
the total area of catalogued advertisements (Figs
2 and 3; Table 3). Both in Poland and Slovakia
this is over 700m2, where the mean advertisement
area is strongly diversified (NPMF-SK = 2.5m2,
WPN-PL = 9.5m2). A positive thing is the lack of
ads in the Polish national park which is indicative of the effectiveness of the existing legislation.
On the other hand, in the Slovak national park
what was noted was 48 advertisement carriers
with a total area of almost 400m2, which gives a
C
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Fig. 2C. Location of advertisements along main roads in the analysed parks: C – Malá Fatra National Park
(NPMF). 1 – park area border; 2 – buffer zone border; 3 – forests; 4 – water bodies; 5 – villages; 6 – builtup areas; 7 – main road; 8 – secondary road; 9 – road covered by research; 10 – approximate location of
advertisements’ aggregations
Source: own elaboration.
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dominating form of advertisements in the studied
areas were billboards, banners placed on fencing,
and boards on buildings and fencing. The concentration of advertisements caused information
chaos. Situated along roads, they were to attract
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the observer’s attention (as is their purpose), however by doing so, they distracted drivers from observing the surroundings which could increase
the risk of a collision or accident. Advertisements
in the investigated sections of roads were visible

Fig. 2D. Location of advertisements along main roads in the analysed parks: D – Little Carpathians Protected
Landscape Area (CHKOMK). 1 – park area border; 2 – buffer zone border; 3 – forests; 4 – water bodies; 5 –
villages; 6 – built-up areas; 7 – main road; 8 – secondary road; 9 – road covered by research; 10 – approximate
location of advertisements’ aggregations
Source: own elaboration.
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Fig. 3A–B. Concentration of advertisements along
main roads in the analysed parks and their number
and surface area: A – Wielkopolska National Park
(WPN); B – Lednica Landscape Park (LPK). 1 – park
area border; 2 – buffer zone border; 3 – main road; 4 –
secondary road; 5 – water bodies
Source: own elaboration.
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Fig. 3C–D. Concentration of advertisements along main roads in the analysed parks and their number
and surface area: C – Malá Fatra National Park (NPMF); D – Little Carpathians Protected Landscape Area
(CHKOMK); 1 – park area border; 2 – buffer zone border; 3 – main road; 4 – secondary road; 5 – water bodies
Source: own elaboration.
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Table 3. Characteristics of the advertising phenomenon in the investigated parks.
Parameters
Road number
Road length (km)
Number of ads
Total advertising area (m2)
Mean advertisement area (m2)
Number of ads/1km of road

WPN-PL
park
buffer z.
No. 5
No. 5
5
8
0
76
0
721.3
0
9.5
0
9.5

LPK-PL
park
No. 5
5
(96)* 80
(370)* 365.5
(3,8)* 4.6
(19)* 16

NPMF-SK
park
buffer z.
No. 583 No. 583
31
22
48
306
381.4
791.2
8
2.5
1.5
14

CHKOMK-SK
park
No. 503
10
16
34.5
2
1.5

* (data of 2015) – data update in 2018 did not show a significant influence of the advertising act on the number and
size of advertisements in relation to the data of 2015. The number of ads declined, which was connected with the
following, e.g. some advertisers stopped their activity, an alternative – faster road was constructed and traffic was reduced in the studied area. The total advertising area slightly dwindled, and at the same time the mean area increased
as a result of the change of the old and outdated form into a new one.

on average from a distance of 300 meters. A high
carriers were characterised by a greater range
of visibility competing with valuable landscape
elements, thereby appropriating the landscape
under protection. Advertisement carriers were
most frequently located in settlements and at

the significant route points in terms of transport:
main intersections, entrances to institutions connected to tourism, i.e. museums, accommodation
and catering facilities.
In all the investigated parks what was observed was a clear tendency to the concentration

Fig. 4. Examples of not harmonious solutions for the placement of advertisement carriers in relation to
a landscape: A – unfavorable location of an advertisement – visual competition with a historic object;
B – destroyed and outdated ads degrading a landscape; C – unfavourable location of an advertisement –
competing visually with a protected landscape and information signs; D – information chaos.
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of ads in the vicinity of stores, bus shelters, at
parking lots and tourist signposts which made
them compete with one another in the form, size
and colouring (Fig. 4). The catalogued advertisement carriers had various forms and usually contrast colouring, which clashed with the surrounding area, or even degraded the overall view. It is
a disturbing fact that they were often located in
the most valuable landscape areas (forests, lakes,
panoramic and wide views).
In the case of LPK-PL, banners and boards
informing about properties for sale were an important category of ads. They were usually vibrant yellow and made of low quality material
(probably due to its temporal display). Another
group of carriers was ads concerning local services – usually situated in the property area (fencing) or on a facility (e.g. construction and automotive services). Advertisements of services and
goods related to the assets of a given place were
quite specific: local cuisine, handicraft, horse-riding. They were often subdued in terms of colour,
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form, and material applied, integrated into the
surroundings, yet visible and legible. This may
be due to the fact that these are more sophisticated services, ‘niche’ ones, targeting more demanding clients. In both LPK-PL and NPMF-SK the
cause for concern is the form of advertisement
carriers regarding agritourism and souvenir services, including traditional local products (e.g.
sheep cheese) and handicraft – their low quality
was noted in the investigated space. Moreover,
they are often characterised by an unfavourable
location connected with the lack of respect for the
landscape, which is a significant factor in running
this type of business activity.
It was only in the case of LPK-PL that an example of a positive systemic advertisement for
the park, the open air museum and the museum was recorded (Fig. 5). Unfortunately, small
dimensions, a unified and subtle form, subdued
colouring of these carriers cause them to disappear among other ones. At the same time, in
the investigated area what was observed was

Fig. 5. Examples of good practice in the placement of advertisement carriers in relation to a landscape:
A – a favourable selection of the location and the color and size of the advertising device in relation to the
environment; B – a good example of an integrated/systemic advertisement; C – harmonious combination of
an advertisement and fencing; D – harmonious adjustment of a location, shape and material of an advertising
medium to a service and commercial facility.
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a positive initiative of locating announcement
posts in important and central places of a village
which facilitates the achievement of spatial order.
Unfortunately, it is not used very often. Other observed examples of good practice are presented
in Fig. 5.

Discussion
The phenomenon of outdoor advertising is
particularly worrying in protected areas due to
the occurrence of natural and landscape assets.
A fast growing economy, services, private sector
and also the popularisation of the consumption
society model, especially in the case of post-communist countries, contributed to a rapidly progressing degradation of natural and landscape
assets and widely understood public space. These
countries have only been looking for an effective
system of nature and landscape protection since
the 1990s. Both in Poland and Slovakia measures
are taken to limit, organise or liquidate advertising in the urban space, however, open areas and
visually precious landscapes are still subject to a
considerable pressure of outdoor advertising –
a visual pollution. Many authors observe in the
post-communist countries the problem of the
strong presence of outdoor advertising in public
spaces and landscapes (Kamičaitytė-Virbašienė
2015; Madleňák, Hudák 2016; Suditu et al. 2016).
The living space of towns, villages and even
households, contains quite an urgent presence
of various types of advertising. As our research
shows, this problem also applies to areas valuable in terms of landscape and nature, and thus
also to tourism. Ubiquitous advertising is not art
in its nature but it is a strange short genre linking the story to information about a certain product. The attitude towards advertising as a social
phenomenon is a complement to other important
phenomena of social life, it is part of the society’s
lifestyle. In this context, an overwhelming presence of advertising often results in a disintegrated public space, manifested by a lack of organisational strength with an institution that is easy to
handle by interest groups, and the public interest
is giving way to individual gains. In practice, this
is manifested by the violation of existing legal
norms and regulations, such as those non-compliant with land-use plans, or their purposeful

modifications, as well as public space flooded
with advertising – causing visual pollution (Zich
2013).
Similarly to Poland and Slovakia, in Romania
(one of post-communist countries) regulations
concerning outdoor advertising were prepared
gradually over the years after the fall of communism. These issues are regulated most precisely by legal norms related to road safety
protection. Another similarity is the possibility
of incorporating provisions on advertising in
the acts of local law related to spatial planning.
However, just like in Poland and Slovakia, only
to a minor degree does this possibility influence
the limitation of degradation of landscape and
space by outdoor advertising. In Romania, for
instance, since 2001 advertisements have been
banned from displaying in the zones of historic
sites protection, nevertheless, the law is not effectively enforced (Kamičaitytė-Virbašienė 2015).
Generally, there is a noticeable discrepancy
between legal regulations and their observance in
regard to advertisements in public spaces (Suditu
et al. 2016). A key problem is an illegal placement
of advertisements, e.g. in the area of road lanes,
which occurs in Poland even in the central parts
of the cities protected as culture parks. As demonstrated by the control of the Supreme Audit
Office (NIK) that examined seven such places on
average, almost 60% of advertisements situated
at the road lanes of the audited cities were illegal. Control was set up, among others, to solve
the problem of the degradation of public spaces
through an excess of advertisement carriers (NIK
2017). Also, in the central part of Bucharest, protected by restrictive rules on the situation of advertisement carriers, their large number was recorded (Suditu et al. 2016). In studies presented
by Maciejczak-Kwiatkowska (2018) on the quality of public spaces, a large proportion of Poles,
against experts’ opinions on the appearance and
the way the Polish landscape is developed, regard
their surroundings as pretty. It has also been noted in the studies commissioned by the National
Centre for Culture Poland that respondents more
often than in the previous years agreed that space
management should be subject to regulations
and not only lie in individual hands, and local
authorities ought to be responsible for the shape
of the surroundings (Maciejczak-Kwiatkowska
2018). Nevertheless, the possibility of creating a
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local law regulating the deployment and form
of advertisements is not commonly used. Two
years after introducing provisions allowing such
regulations (the state up to 30 August 2017) only
five communes adopted so-called ‘landscape
resolutions’ (NIK 2017). Out of the communes
which answered in the survey carried out by the
Institute of Urban and Regional Development in
October 2017 (432 communes), only 13.2% introduced the regulations on outdoor advertising.
Most self-governments did not see such need
(Maszewski 2018). However, the problems connected with the state of public space in eastern
European cities and the influence outdoor advertising exerts on it are noticed in the scientific literature (Chmielewski et al., 2016, Listwan-Franczak
2016; Suditu et al. 2016). On the other hand, what
is rarely discussed are problems connected with
the impact of outdoor advertising on the open
landscape, including the one naturally and visually valuable (Kamičaitytė-Virbašienė 2015). As
shown in the conducted research, low interest
in the problem does not result from the lack of
concentration of advertisement carriers in such
locations in Poland, Slovakia and other post-socialist countries. For example, Tomčík (2011)
states on the basis of the empirical survey that
there are around 20,000 billboards in the Czech
Republic. To realise the saturation of ‘physical
public space’ by this specific media type – the
106.2 km-long road between Prague and Liberec
is covered by 284 billboards or bigboards. Thus,
an outdoor-advertisement can be recorded every
370 m on average. He further observed that there
are nearly 500 outdoor advertisements along the
most important highway D1 from Prague to Brno
in the Czech Republic.

Summing–up and conclusions
When it comes to the advertising policy,
Polish and Slovak legal regulations are similar.
They determine mainly the limitations on placing outdoor advertisements in areas embraced
by the highest forms of environmental protection
and enable self-governments to introduce local
regulations which are not, however, commonly adopted. Additionally, the Slovak law determines the rules on placing advertisement carriers
at roads.
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New provisions in Polish legislation, i.e. the
‘Landscape Act’ should be recognised as a success;
however, it is a disturbing fact that its influence
on the number and quality of advertisements in
the investigated area is small. What is especially
troublesome is the lack of regulations on the advertising policy with regard to landscape parks
– as the name itself suggests it is those very parks
that are supposed to protect the landscape, yet
the advertisement is one of the important threats
for them. The landscape, which is a common
good, is being appropriated. Therefore, there is a
pressing need to introduce provisions in the protection plans of parks, especially landscape ones,
on the ban on or the limitation of advertisements.
Due to a frequent occurrence of economic functions in these areas, especially tourist services, it
is also necessary to specify formal requirements
concerning advertisements.
The conducted research has shown a tendency towards the concentration of advertisements
around touristically attractive places with special
landscape values and at main transport nodes.
Such a location can limit visibility and safe driving. Ad carriers catalogued in the investigated
parks have various forms and are usually characterised by contrast colouring which adversely
affects or even degrades the surroundings, lowering the landscape values and thus tourist attractiveness. The production quality of advertisement carriers gives a serious cause for concern;
their location is often characterised by the lack
of respect for landscape assets which are a basic
factor behind the development of tourist economic activity for the studied parks. Moreover,
many advertisement carriers are not removed,
even though they have ceased to perform their
role (inscriptions have become illegible, carriers
have been damaged or ads have been removed
from the construction). Administration authorities could create informative and landscape order
easier if they promoted good patterns for advertisement carriers and held consultations with a
local community and entrepreneurships.
In view of the above, it would be necessary to:
–– introduce limitations regarding the location of
advertisement carriers in the vicinity of tourist information signs due to the superiority of
functions and safety of travellers,
–– ban advertisement carriers degrading landscape values,
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–– create a catalogue of good practices or readymade patterns, especially for agritourist activity, taking into account the font, colouring
and material the ad is made of, considering local resources (wood, stone, brick, etc.), which
could emphasise the folkloristic values of rural areas and be indicative of tradition in a
given place.
–– systematise advertising information in the
form of an integrated advertisement with a
unified colour and form, in which many entrepreneurs could promote their services,
–– oblige advertisers to take down advertisement
carriers if they stopped their business activity,
–– unify the form of banners and boards informing about the sale of property, determining
their general size, colouring, font and also the
place of location (fencing, building),
–– promote using virtual space, especially websites of parks or administration units, where
an ad could be displayed in the format specified by authorities,
–– consider the scale of charges for advertising
space and allocate the funds to a free integrated advertising system and consultations with
a graphic designer and landscape architect.
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